Abstract: Can we measure the impact of the presence of an audience on musicians' performances? By exploring both acoustic and motion features for performances in Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs), this study highlights the impact of the presence of a virtual audience on both the performance and the perception of authenticity and emotional intensity by listeners. Gestures and sounds produced were impacted differently when musicians performed at different expressive intents. The social factor made features converge towards values related to a habitual way of playing regardless of the expressive intent. This could be due to musicians' habits to perform in a certain way in front of a crowd. On the listeners' side, when comparing different expressive conditions, only one congruent condition (projected expressive intent in front of an audience) boosted the participants' ratings for both authenticity and emotional intensity. At different values for kinetic energy and metrical centroid, stimuli recorded with an audience showed a different distribution of ratings, challenging the ecological validity of artificially created expressive intents. Finally, this study highlights the use of IVEs as a research tool and a training assistant for musicians who are eager to learn how to cope with their anxiety in front of an audience.
Introduction
Musical performances are the result of a complex interactive phenomenon between the musicians and the audience who attends and appreciates them. However, the understanding of this complex phenomenon could benefit from a scientific approach. First, experiments on musical performances could bring insights into how to deal with musicians' performance anxiety, as musicians' training involves learning to cope with stress during performances. However, opportunities to train musicians on how to regulate their emotions during concerts are limited. The most effective method seems to combine relaxation training with exposure to stressful events (to build up realistic expectations of what will be felt during performances) and cognitive restructuring (to counteract on self-handicapping habitual thoughts and attitudes) [1] . In fact, musicians' experience and ability to resist stress mainly depends on the opportunities they have during their career to perform during live performances and having repeated peer sessions. Second, researchers interested in the effect of audiences on musicians and their body language are usually left with uncontrolled and highly variable situations when they study concerts. On a practical side, recording physiological and motion capture data during concert can hinder musicians during concerts, thus impacting the quality of their performance, making concerts a challenging environment for scientific research.
Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) have been used by researchers to control for these complex parameters [2] . IVEs allow researchers to create realistic virtual environments with unlimited configurations that can adapt in real time to users' behavior. It allows for researchers to control for environmental parameters such as the audience, the space between different objects, and the lighting. IVEs offer researchers the opportunity to compute perceptual analyses and create new roads for computational development. This environment combined with a motion capture set-up was used in this study to precisely record expressive musical gestures and explore the possible underlying behavioral mechanisms impacted by the presence of an audience in the context of different levels of expressive intents.
Controlling Environmental Variables in Virtual Reality
Musicians develop unique abilities allowing them to adapt their behavior to different social and environmental contexts [2] . Consequently, it is necessary to control for many parameters when recording musical performances, e.g., sounds, lights, the presence of other musicians or audience. Thus IVEs represent a key methodological tool for psychological research as it can provide greater experimental control, more precise measurements, ease of replication across participants, and high ecological validity, making it extremely attractive for researchers [3, 4] . They can also provide live feedbacks to participants. Virtual reality and IVEs have been used in research for patients suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder [5] [6] [7] and for treating phobias such as fear of flying [8] and arachnophobia [9] . The use of such technology has also been proven to be efficient for treating social phobia and reducing the fear of the public speaking [10, 11] . Few studies have considered using virtual environments in music to study performance anxiety [12, 13] . In a recent study by Williamon et al. (2014) , musicians were invited to enter IVEs to train their ability to cope with the pressure of performing live and rated such tool useful for developing their performance skills and very realistic. It demonstrated that simulated environments are able to offer a realistic experience of performance contexts.
Music Performance: From Sound to Gesture
Communicating and expressing emotions through music is the main reason why people engage in this activity [14] . Evidence points at a general ability to accurately recognize emotions expressed with music (e.g., happiness, sadness, and nostalgia) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Regardless of cultural background or musical training, people are generally able to name the intended emotion, providing evidence for an universal recognition not only of the expression of basic emotion but also of more complex feelings [22] [23] [24] . Moreover, many studies have tried to capture the acoustic cues that musicians use to convey specific emotions (e.g., [19, 20, 25, 26] ). These cues involve changes in tempo, sound level, articulation, timbre, timing, tone attack and decay, intonation, vibrato extent and frequency, accents on particular notes, etc. On the listener's side, judgments of intended emotions have been related to specific musical features, including tempo, articulation, intensity, and timbre [17, [27] [28] [29] . In comparison, the same observations can be made for vocal expression and emotional prosody, as specific acoustic cues are predominant in accurately recognizing the intended emotions [30] .
While auditory information plays a crucial role in music communication models, Finnäs (2001) noticed an increasing interest in the visual component influencing the perception of the musical performance [31] . While the auditory stream convey emotions in music, its associated movements also contain significant information. Many musical traditions have included a combination of both audio and visual stimulations during the experience of music performance [32, 33] . Such practice still remains in our mediatized society [34] . The visual component of the live music performance contributes significantly to the appreciation of music performance [35, 36] . Malin (2008) even concludes that a "variety of musical properties and types of evaluations can be affected by the visual information" [37] . Although both auditory and visual kinematic cues contribute significantly to the perception of overall expressiveness, the effect of visual kinematic cues appears to be somewhat stronger [38] . It also provides preliminary evidence of cross-modal interactions in the perception of auditory and visual expressiveness in music performance. The visual component should not be categorized as a marginal phenomenon in music perception, but as an important factor in the communication of meaning. This process of cross-modal integration exists for many genre of music, from classical to pop and rock music [33, 36] . All in all, visual kinematic cues have been found to influence the perception of phrasing and musical tension [33] , felt emotion [39] the perception of emotional expression [40] , and the overall appreciation of the performance (for a meta-analysis, see [38] ).
A crucial visual cue is related to musicians' gestures, and how their bodies move during performances. Two types of movements can be here distinguished: instrumental actions and ancillary/expressive movements [41, 42] . The former are creating sound while the latter have an intrinsic relationship with the music, representing a link between the music and the expressive intention of the musician [43] . Musical gestures are mainly made to produce sounds but are also used by the musician as means to convey or express emotions (see review Expressive Gesture [44, 45] ). Musicians' expressive gestures fall into two categories: (i) communicating their expressive intentions; and (ii) expressing their feelings without intending to communicate them [46] . Gestures contribute to communicate information to the audience as well as the other musicians. Expressive movements occur frequently in musical performances, even though these movements are not mandatory for musical performance such as during training [47] . Furthermore, across performers, these idiosyncratic expressive movements appear to have some consistencies [42, 48] . Finally, Vines, Krumhansl, Wanderley, and Levitin (2006) concluded that these movements are not randomly performed, but rather are used to communicate a holistic, musical, expressive unit [33] . Understanding how this unit works is the primary goal of researchers interested in musical gestures.
Emotional Intensity and Expressive Intents in Musical Performances
With the recognition of emotions in music, the emotional intensity and expressive intents have been shown to be dependent on auditory cues. In their study on such information, researchers asked participants to rate the emotional expressiveness of music performances in which timing and intensity were parametrically manipulated [49] . Emotion judgments monotonically increased with performance variability, and timing changes were reported to explain more variance in emotional expressiveness than sound intensity. Changes in tempo and sound intensity in a music performance were also shown to be correlated with one another, and with real-time ratings of emotional arousal [50] . A systematic relationship between emotionality ratings, timing, and loudness was highlighted when listeners rated their moment-to-moment level of perceived emotionality while listening to music performances. Therefore, the variation of acoustic features associated with the expressive intent of the musician during a performance appears to have a crucial impact on the emotionality perceived. On the visual side, Davidson (2005) demonstrated that certain perceptual elements of a musician's gestures are sufficient for the audience to identify a musician's expressive intent [43] . She suggested the use of three level of expressiveness to be able to study the link between expressive gestures and musical performance: (1) without expression, labeled as "deadpan"; (2) with normal expression/concert-like, labeled as "projected"; and (3) with exaggerated expression, labeled as "exaggerated". Some body parts have been reported to convey more expressive information, specifically head, shoulders, arms, and torso [46, 48, [51] [52] [53] . Some motion features have also been associated with expressive motion such as the quantity of motion [54] . The use of motion features helps understand broad, unrefined body reaction and gives a first glimpse of the behavioral components of expressive gestures. It might help understand how musicians cope with the audience [28, 55, 56] . For example, musician facing an audience and playing in exaggerated expressive manners could be affected by the amount of supplementary stress caused by the difficulty of the task. All in all, as mentioned by Shaffer (1992) [57] , "a performer can be faithful to its structure and at the same time have the freedom to shape its moods" (p. 265). This corresponds to a phenomenon called performance expression. It refers to "the small and large variations in timing, dynamics, timbre, and pitch that form the micro-structure of a performance and differentiate it from another performance of the same music" ( [58] , p. 118).
Authenticity in Musical Performances
The importance of authenticity is undervalued in emotion research and musical performances. Authenticity could be an underlying factor of emotion communication through music. For example, in popular music culture, audio-visual performances convey markers of authenticity, which are essential for the creation of credibility and emotions [34] . In popular music, as the saying goes, "seeing is believing" ( [34] , p. 85). In everyday life, the anthropologist Erving Goffman, one of the great pioneers of social science research on emotions, affirmed that "We all play emotion theater most of the time". Goffman (1982) demonstrated that human beings mostly try to present themselves in the best light and always stage their daily lives to protect themselves [59] . Faked emotions or the modulation of the expression of emotions play a central role in self-preservation by keeping inappropriate emotional expressions to damage self-presentation. Scherer et al. (2013) argued that one should abandon the idea that, for the sake of complete authenticity, actors should live through "real emotions" on the stage [60] . Specific emotional expressions are only credible, i.e., appear authentic, when they can be perceived as generated by appraisals that fit the respective circumstances. This means that in order to succeed in appearing credible, the artist must: (1) pick the most appropriate set of vocal, facial and body expression elements for the respective emotions and combine them dynamically, in a psycho-biologically valid fashion; (2) achieve precise synchronization of the respective processes, letting the expression unfold in an appropriate fashion; and (3) handle the situational development appropriately in terms of its dynamic flow [60] . These requirements demand the highest amount of professionalism when trying to voluntary display a certain dynamic forms of expression. In music performance, one could also argue that self-awareness is a key feature in the perception of authentic emotion. Musicians exhibit this awareness at different times with both their technique and their emotional expressiveness. For example, after sight-reading a new music for some time, as the musician builds up the motor repertoire required, he or she can focus more on putting more expressive intent into his/her movements. Once these abilities become automatized, i.e., habits for a specific performance, they are no longer at the forefront of the individual's consciousness, the musician will then begin to bring components of their own personal performance style to the music. This, in turn, contributes to the perceived authenticity of the ultimate performance.
Even though the view of what is an authentic musical performance is subjective and based on individual bias, listeners tend to agree that authentic musical performance styles all have a sense of uniqueness. For example, celebrated pianist Glenn Gould is often noted as an exemplary expressive musician with an extremely particular performance style. This individuality is one of the hallmarks of authenticity in performance. Wöllner (2013) suggests that individual artistic expression can be quantified as such when the performance matches the listener's "mental prototype" of what a unique and authentic performance would look and sound like [61] . Overall, it is important to note that, as implied in the BRECVEMA model regarding "appreciation emotions" in aesthetic judgment [62] , while the "mental prototype" we all use when making judgments about the authenticity of a performance are socially and culturally driven, the gestures that characterize "authenticity" in music are extremely useful in analyzing how skilled musicians play "emotion theater" to create moving and expressively credible performances.
Goal of This Study
This study aims to investigate the impact of the audience presence on both aspects of a music performance, from both performers and observers' views. By studying the difference in acoustic and motion features at different levels of expressive intent, we want to demonstrate the impact of the audience presence on the link between the expressive intents performed on the musician's side and the emotionality perceived on the observer's side. We hypothesized that the presence of a virtual audience would hinder the movements of the musicians due to the stress generated by the act of performing live. More specifically, it would reduce the differences in acoustic and motion features between the different expressive conditions. Consequently, this would also impact the emotional intensity and authenticity perceived by the audience. The participants should therefore report similar values across expressive conditions.
To understand such complex phenomenon, we recorded musicians playing with different expressive manners in front of a virtual crowd or an empty room. We analyzed motion and acoustic features and measured the impact of our social factor, i.e., the audience. Afterwards, we presented video clips of musicians playing and asked participants to rate both the emotional intensity and authenticity perceived. We performed a series of analysis to link these values to the audio and visual cues explored.
Materials and Methods
This experiment was divided into two phases: the recording sessions and the rating experiment. Both phases were approved by the local ethical committee of the department of Psychology, University of Geneva. These two phases aim to emphasize, respectively, on the proximal and distal cues of a Brunswik lens model [63] . This type of model has been shown to be highly representative in the case of emotional prosody [64] and in music [27] .
Recording Session
Four violinists (3 females, M age = 22) took part in the recordings. They were paid according to the ethical protocol. They agreed with the use of the material recorded as stimuli for this study. Musicians performed inside an Immersive Virtual Environment (IVE) with the use of a system of three screens, seven TITAN QUAD 3D projectors (Digital Projection Limited, Manchester, UK), and stereo glasses presenting seamless and perceptively coherent 3D images. Two different virtual environments were created for this experiment: a room filled with an audience behaving naturally and attending the concert, and the same room without the audience (Appendix Figure A1) . The virtual audience was composed of high quality agents with realistic facial expressions and behaviors. An agent is created using four different components: (1) realistic body from a 3D scan of real actors; (2) realistic body animations created from motion capture footage; (3) accurate and controllable facial expressions based on FACSGen [65, 66] ; and (4) expressive behavior and social interaction modeling. The audience behavior could smoothly change from engaged to disengaged behaviors. Specifically, in the engaged behavior, the audience attention increases through the convergence of individual gazes focusing on the musician [67] . On the other hand, a disengaged audience is rendered by allowing the gaze of avatar to wander around as generally observed in distracted people. Furthermore, for realism purposes, each avatar had random idle animations of their body while looking at the musician in order to approximate usually seen fluent behaviors at concerts. To avoid unnatural uniformity, part of the audience (5-10%) is always modeled in the disengaged condition when the majority is engaged, and vice versa [68] .
Each musician was instructed to play 30-second-long interpretations of Bach's Partita No. 2 in D minor, BWV 1004: Sarabande. The part of the musical score to be played was carefully selected to correspond to complete musical phrases. The excerpts were interpreted according to three selected expressive intents: deadpan, projected, and exaggerated [43] . The different combinations of conditions were performed in a pseudo-randomized order by each musician. Six excerpts were recorded for each of the 4 musicians, adding up to a total of 24 excerpts. The sound was captured using an Olympus LS-10 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Motion capture data was also recorded for every piece using a VICON optical motion tracking system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK) composed of eight Bonita 3 cameras (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK). A total of 26 markers were used, covering selected body parts based on recent literature on the analysis of music performance, i.e., the head, arms, and torso [48, [51] [52] [53] .
Rating Experiment
Forty participants took part in the rating study (19 females). All of them spoke French as first language. The average age was 23 years (SD = 7.19) and most participants were psychology students. Participants completed the experiment on a computer. The experiment itself was programmed with Limesurvey [69] and ran on computers with a screen resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. Loudness was set to 50% and could be adjusted by the participant. Headphones were provided. The experiment lasted~30 min. The participants had to complete a musical habits questionnaire before starting the experiment. Stimuli were fully mixed together and presented in a unique random order for each participant. The participant listened to each stimulus while watching the point light display (PLD) of the musician's movements and then answered multiple questions. They rated the emotional intensity of the stimuli, the authenticity, each of the 9 emotions from the Geneva Emotional Music Scales (GEMS) (Appendix Figure A3) [24] . All ratings were done on sliders from 0 to 100. The participants were also asked to rate the importance of each body part in evaluating the general emotional intensity. This process was repeated for the 24 stimuli per participant.
Multi-Modal Expressive Behavior Analysis
Drawing upon the recent studies [70, 71] , we considered two types of expressive body features: the kinetic energy and the Body Twist Index (BTI). The former helps understand broad, unrefined body reactions and gives a glimpse of the behavioral components of expressive gestures. The latter captures body shape related information, i.e., the relative displacement of body parts with respect to other ones. In the case of violin player, this second feature is critical since the upper and lower parts of the body are dissociated. Violinists tend to twist their body more while playing compared to cello players for example.
Listening to music does not involved watching or performing gesture in around 80% of the time [72] . We therefore computed acoustic features and focused essentially on the metrical centroid [73] . This feature offers a very detailed description of the metrical structure of a musical piece. Time-related aspect of music is thought to have an impact on the emotional arousal and linked to the notion of musical entrainment [62] . It is also the preferred acoustic cue used by listener to perceived different emotions in a piece of music [27] . The metrical centroid is expressed in beat per minutes (BPM). Low BPM values indicate a prevalence of high metrical level (i.e., slow pulsations corresponding to whole notes, bars, etc.). High BPM values indicate on the contrary that more elementary metrical levels predominate (i.e., very fast levels corresponding to very fast rhythmical values). We hypothesized that these three features could help modeling critical changes in musician's expressive responses to the presence of an audience.
Both motion features were calculated using authors' MATLAB (v2016b, MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA, 2016) toolbox (build upon the MoCap Toolbox [74] ). The kinetic energy was computed for every marker of the motion capture data and then averaged across markers and over time. The Body Twist Index was represented by the average angle between the pelvis and a perpendicular line to the shoulders, considering only the top quantile (above quantile 75%) of the data for each excerpt. Both features were z-scored per musician (Figure 1 ). The acoustic feature was computed with the MIRToolbox 1.6.1 [75] . It was computed on overlapping frames of the musical excerpts (duration: 1 s, hop: 0.25 s). The average value of the dynamic acoustic feature was also z-scored per musician (Figure 1 ).
Linear models were used in this study for modeling the performance of the musicians while linear mixed models were used to estimate the participants' ratings. Mixed models offer two advantages: they incorporate random effects and they allow handling correlated data and unequal variance [76] . When using features as fixed effect in the modeling of participants' perception of authenticity and emotional intensity, we divided them into four bins ("0-25","25-50","50-75", and "75-100"). This allowed contrasts to be computed between bins. Comparing model was done using Chi-squared testing. All p-values were corrected using False Discovery Rate (FDR). 
Results
In this section, we present the analysis of both the proximal and distal components of the performance, i.e., from both performers' and observers' side.
Proximal Performance Data Analysis
In order to characterize the musical gestures and motion, we computed the z-scored values of all features (kinetic energy, body twist index, and metrical centroid) recorded during the performance at different expressive intents with the presence or not of a virtual audience. Based on the marginality principle, we considered only a linear model containing main effects of both the expressive intents and the social factor as well as the interaction between these factors (F kineticenergy (5, 18) Both motion features increased with stronger expressive intents in the absence of the social factor (Figure 2 ). When the audience was present, while the kinetic energy still increased with the expressive intent, the difference with the other social condition was not significant. When comparing the presence and absence of the audience, the impact of the social factor only appeared for the deadpan expressive condition for the BTI. In this case, the presence of the audience was characterized by a significant increase in the "twist" angle (F BTI,DP,Social (1, 18) = 5.41, p = 0.032). Noteworthy was the significant difference for the BTI in the deadpan and exaggerated condition when the audience was present or not. The BTI value increased in the deadpan condition with the presence of an audience while it was diminished in the exaggerated condition (F BTI,DP/EXAG,Social (1, 18) = 5.64, p = 0.028). In the case of the acoustic feature, metrical centroid, we observed a different pattern when the virtual audience was absent (Figure 2) . When asked to play with a "projected" expressive intent, the metrical centroid of the performance was significantly greater, meaning that the more elementary metrical levels predominated (i.e., very fast levels corresponding to very fast rhythmical values). It was however lower for both the "deadpan" and "exaggerated" conditions, contrarily to the linear increase observed in motion features. The effect of the social factor was highlighted in the increase of the beats per minute of the metrical centroid for every expressive intent, especially for the "exaggerated" condition where this increase was significant (F MetCent,EXAG,Social (1, 17) = 9.24, p = 0.007).
Distal Participant Data Analysis
The second part of our analyses focused on the ratings given by the participants on both authenticity and emotional intensity. Across all stimuli, the reliability of our participants' ratings was high, α = 0.92 for authenticity and α = 0.93 for intensity. Participants were grouped together into two categories, music-lovers and musicians, based on their responses for the musical habits questionnaires [77] . No significant difference in means was observed between groups for both authenticity (M musicians = 43.155, SD musicians = 25.28, M music−lovers = 46.217, SD music−lovers = 23.98, t(819) = −1.829, p = 0.067, d = −0.12) and intensity (M musicians = 42.308, SD musicians = 24.598, M music−lovers = 45.314, SD music−lovers = 22.059, t(819) = −1.89, p = 0.059, d = −0.13). The difference between both groups is marginal. Moreover, this difference is trivial due to the very small effect size associated with the p-value being influenced by the large number of trials (see Cohen's guideline [78] ). We thus concluded that an analysis could be performed on the dataset as a whole. Responses for authenticity and emotional intensity were also highly correlated (r = 0.727). This is noticeable with the relatively similar outcomes of the evaluated models. This next section focuses on separate model estimations for both authenticity and emotional intensity. Two different models were implemented. First, we estimated both dependent variables using both the expressive intent and the social factor. Second, we explored the impact of the variation of both motion and acoustic features on the perceived emotional intensity and authenticity.
Interaction Effect of the Expressive Intents and the Presence of an Audience on Perceived Authenticity and Emotional Intensity
Two models were computed to estimate the influence of the expressive intents and the presence of an audience, respectively, on the perceived authenticity and the emotional intensity. The first model estimated the perceived emotional intensity using the different categories of expressive intent and the presence of an audience, as well as the interaction, as fixed effects, and with the participants and the musician at play as random effects (a model computing only the main effect and not the interaction is not presented in this article based on the principle of marginality; however, graphs related to such model can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Appendix Figure A2) ). This model was significantly better than a model using only the main fixed effects, no interaction, and the same random effects (intensity: χ 2 (3, N trials = 875) = 12.036, p = 0.01, AIC = 7640.6, BIC = 7688.4, R 2 m = 0.08, R 2 c = 0.42). The second model estimated the perceived authenticity using the same fixed and random effects. This model was significantly better than a model using only the main fixed effects, no interaction, and the same random effects (authenticity: χ 2 (3, Figure 3 . Interaction of the expressiveness and the presence of an audience on: (A) the perceived emotional intensity; and (B) the perceived authenticity (deadpan: DP, projected: PROJ, and exaggerated: EXAG) (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).
Effect of the Motion and Acoustic Features and the Presence of an Audience
Perceived authenticity and emotional intensity were also modeled using the motion and acoustic features computed on the material recorded. Three models were computed using, respectively, one of the three features, energy kinetic, body twist index, and metrical centroid. The interaction of the features, used here as continuous predictors, and the fixed effect representing the presence of an audience were used in these models. The participants and the musicians were used as random effects. When comparing such model with models with no interaction, only the models for kinetic energy and metrical centroid were significantly improving the model accuracy for both emotional intensity (kinetic energy: χ 2 (4, The introduction of an audience in front of the musicians influenced how the musicians performed ( Figure 2 ) but also brought significant changes in how intense and authentic the performance was perceived. Those changes highlighted the emergence of a bipartite distribution of our data instead of the tripartite grouping of the expressive intents (Figure 4) . For both the authenticity and the emotional intensity, the two levels of the bipartite distribution were significantly different from each another (intensity: χ 2 EmoInt,KinEn,Low/HighKinEn,Audience (1, N trials = 875) = 59.625, p = 1.14 × 
Discussion
In this study, we highlighted the changes in motion and acoustic features associated with different expressive manners. We measured the impact of the presence of virtual audience on those features. We also modeled the perceived emotional intensity and authenticity associated with different expressive manners and feature values. We provided scientific evidence about how emotional and authentic musical performances could be perceived.
Absence of an audience
We observed that different expressive intents were characterized by different quantities of body movements, as already demonstrated in the literature, in the absence of an audience [43, 54] . Specifically, this study explored two features, the kinetic energy and newly developed body twist index, highlighting that energetic movements and wider body twists were associated with the magnitude of the expressive intent. Both features were increasing with the different expressive intents. Generally, it was revealed that musicians tended to make more movements when playing expressively [54] . This absence of the audience allowed them to fully twist and put more energy into their gestures. When analyzing the sound produced, the metrical centroid representing the metrical structure of the piece was also impacted by the different expressive manners. However, its value did not linearly increase between deadpan, projected and exaggerated expressive intents. The projected expressive intent was characterized by the highest value for the metrical centroid feature. This highlighted the predominance of faster notes within the musical piece. The other two expressive intents could be symbolized by longer notes or slow pulsations. In the case of the deadpan style, this suggested a more controlled way of playing, while emphasizing on a regular and slower beat. When musicians were exaggerating, the excessive expressive intent was marked on both slower and faster pulsations at different timing driving the decrease in the centroid value. As musicians dedicated more attention to their expressive intent, they change the way they played a certain piece. This confirms the phenomenon of performance expression [57, 58] .
When studying participants' perception of emotional intensity and authenticity, both ratings were affected significantly by the different expressive intents in the absence of an audience. Ratings were significantly increasing with the expressive conditions showing greater emotional intensity and authenticity in the exaggerated condition. The study of the impact of the physical attributes of the performance on the perception of emotional intensity and authenticity was conducted using feature values instead of the well-documented expressive conditions. The perception associated to stimuli with no virtual audience displayed was in line with the feature values obtained for different expressive intent. The deadpan (low kinetic energy and low metrical centroid), projected (medium kinetic energy and high metrical centroid), and exaggerated (high kinetic energy and medium metrical centroid) conditions are perceived, respectively, as relatively low, medium and high emotional intensity and authenticity. They showed a tripartite distribution of values which would fit with the three expressive conditions [43] .
Before addressing the impact of the social factor on participants' ratings, we also noted the high correlation between authenticity and emotional intensity. Two conclusions can be drawn from such results. Firstly, the difficulty to discriminate between both ratings might be due to an underlying link between them. In music, authenticity represents an important part of the performance to make the listener feel the desired emotions [60] . Secondly, such link should be further untangled with a different experimental setup. We propose the use of "fake" stimuli, where musicians would fake the emotion felt and performed. This could for example be conducted by using mood induction procedures for "real" emotion stimuli while asking musicians to fake the rest of the stimuli. The efficiency of mood induction procedures have been already proven, especially for negative emotions [79] .
Impact of the Presence of a Virtual Audience
When considering the impact of the presence of an audience on the body features, the data showed an interaction effect between the social factor and the expressive conditions on the features values. The only non-significant model is associated to kinetic energy. This expressive cue is well-known and extensively used by musicians to impact their communication of expressive intents. The presence of an audience does not significantly impact the well-regulated quantity of movement during the performance. The use of two other features, body twist index and metrical centroid, brings complementary information on the modification of such expressive performances when playing in front of an audience. In both features, the differences between the three expressive conditions tend to fade away with the presence of an audience. Values for each features converge towards ones for the projected expressive intent. This phenomenon could be linked to habits [80] . Musicians that are used to play in front of an audience could be tuning their movements in a certain way to make them comfortable yet expressive. In this study, the presence of an audience seems to push musicians to use this set of usual movements. When playing with no expressive intent, the musician could feel the need to still express some emotions for the audience to enjoy the performance more. Deadpan expressive intents are usually performed in a controlled environment, e.g., at home, alone while rehearsing, when the musician's locus on control is self-oriented. Internals' performance and stress are proven to be better controlled, for instance in a work environment [81] . The presence of an audience produces considerable effect, shifting the locus of control, disrupting the habits associated with this expressive condition and putting musicians in a more complex, stressful and less controlled situation. To counterbalance this effect, musicians tend to reach back to a controlled and habitual situation mimicking projected expressive movements. Similarly, exaggerating expressive intents in front of a crowd could put musicians in an uncomfortable position where their play seems a bit less authentic. To counterbalance this effect, musicians will then naturally try to be less expressive and go back to a projected expressive condition. Consequently, our first hypothesis is therefore validated showing that gestures become less differentiable across conditions. Similar effects could be observed on the emotional intensity and authenticity. Both deadpan and exaggerated stimuli produce responses similar to the projected conditions when an audience is present during the musicians' performances. As the values of the features tend to converge towards the likes of the projected expressive intent, perception converges towards a uniform value represented by the projected scenario. This phenomenon is most likely due to the unease felt by the musician when playing with an unfamiliar expressive style in a habitual situation. The difference in perceptual intensity and authenticity is the strongest in the case of musicians playing as they would in a concert and facing a virtual audience. Contrarily to deadpan and exaggerated conditions, the ease coming with the congruence of the common context-playing in a concert-like fashion and facing an audience-allows musicians to appear more authentic and communicate their expressive intent better in the process.
When playing in front of an audience, the previously observed tripartite distribution of ratings disappears. For both emotional intensity and authenticity, the distribution based on the both kinetic energy and metrical centroid becomes dichotomist. The emergence of such threshold between perception of high and low emotional intensity/authenticity is a repercussion of the convergence of exaggerated performances toward a concert-like situation. In front of an audience, both projected and exaggerated context are evaluated as highly authentic and emotionally intense. The second hypothesis stating that different expressive conditions would be rated similarly for emotional intensity and authenticity in the social condition is therefore verified. Furthermore, the calculated threshold could consequently be used for automatic detection of emotional intensity.
Both models using the expressive conditions and the features values are converging towards one conclusion: the use of the methodological framework designed by Davidson, 2005 , is here showing its limits in its ecological validity [43] . While the three expressive intents can be communicated accurately by the musicians to the listeners, the presence of an audience, even a virtual one, during the recordings reduces the ability to differentiate between such categories of expressive intents. The distinction between the projected and exaggerated conditions is blurred and we suggest to take into account such modifications when recording musicians in front of a public, virtual or real. This audience effect on the expressive intents might here be due to an emergence of non-explicit and involuntary regulation processes in social context, driving a strong impact of such conditions. Such processes should be further explored.
Interactive Virtual Environments as a Tool to Study Musical Performances
Our findings supports the use of tools such as IVEs in music research . Previous studies in the domain of social phobias already recommended the use of IVE for coping with stress generated by the fear of public speaking [10, 11] . Similarly, IVEs could become crucial tools to train musicians to cope with stress related to live performances and aid learning [2] . As shown in this study, the presence of an audience impacts both the movements and sounds related to the performance and, consequently, the perception of listeners. The system developed in this study could also be easily adapted to context-sensitivity in real-time and could provide feedbacks to the musicians, e.g., when their movements are radically diverging from a previous recorded performance. It could help musicians understand the impact of stress on their performance allowing them to develop coping mechanisms for musical performance anxiety. Finally, research on communication of emotions, alongside with this study and the IVE, might be used by music teachers to enhance performers' expressiveness [82, 83] .
Conclusions
To conclude, the presence of an audience generated important variations in both acoustic and motion features related to music performance. This influence is to be taken into account when approaching music research during concerts. Immersive Virtual Environments could therefore be utilized both for research and as a tool for training musicians to cope with audience anxiety.
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